
































Reviews 

Our Trustpilot Reviews 
Always a pleasure shopping from Thames Organic. First time 

now after a few purchases, there was a little issue with my 
order. Was resolved in the most polite, prompt and efficient 

way. It is still my go to shop, they truly value customers and are 
professional. I'd highly recommend from my shopping 

experiences so far. - Gear 

Easy ordering & payment - fast uk delivery. - Emma 
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Good service. Happy with all the stuff I've bought recently. 
There's always a little gift in the delivery box. Thanks! - Anna 
My order arrived very quickly, securely packed . I have already 
sampled the sultanas and dates, they were really great, can't 
wait to try the apricots next. I am impressed with the range of 
products available and will be using Thames Organic again. -
John 
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Prompt delivery,very good packaging and good products. -

Ekaterini 

Our Amazon Reviews 
0 • amazon.co.uk 

Thames Organic 
Visit the Thames Organic storefront 

***** 91% positive in the last 12 months (439 ratings) 
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***** 4.6 out of 5 12 months v 439 total feedbacks in 12 months 
439 ratings 

5 star 85% 

4star. J 7% 

3 star ( J 2% 

2 star 2% 

1 star I J s% 

Learn more about how seller feedback works on 
v Amazon 
Share your thoughts with other customers 

Leave seller feedback 
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"good" 

By grahame ashcroft on 31 January 2023. 

"good" 

By Peter on 31 January 2023. 

"Good product and delivery" 

By A palmer on 31 January 2023. 

"Fast" 

By david w. on 30 January 2023. 

"Great product." 

By H. Robinson on 30 January 2023. 
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